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assumes any legal responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any 
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United States Government or any agency thereof, or the Regents of the University of 
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We have measured the ~+ magnetic moment by observing the 

preces sion of polarized sigmas in the magnetic field of the Berkeley 

6 
25-inch hydrogen bubble chamber. From an exposure of 1.2Xl0 

- + - + 0 pictures, 31 000 reactions of the type K p - ~ 'IT , ~- P 'IT have 

been analyzed. The incident momenta range from 340 to 430 Me V / c. 

The sigmas produced at this energy are well polarized from 
. ~ 

interference between a resonant D3/ 2 amplitude, ?f ~ (1520), and a 

dominant S-wave background. The polarizations determined directly 

from this sample of events were reported previously. 1 The mean 

polarization of the events used in this determination was 0.47. The 

value of the decay asymmetry parameter used was -0.986. 

Only those events originally identified by the scanner as 

~+ - p 'ITo were included for the determination of the magnetic mon~ent. 

After fitting with the programs TVGP and SQUAW, 10/0 of the events 

remained ambiguous with ~t - n 'IT +, and these were excluded •. Events 

were accepted with a confidence level greater than 0.001 and a lifetime 

-10 
greater than one mean life, O.81X10 sec. Thus, 13 545 sigmas 

were accepted with a mean length of 1.55 cm. The magnetic field, 

known to better than 0.5%, had the mean value 18.7 kG • 
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For each event the known polarization four -'vector 

Sl-l = (~I 0)' was precessed in the laboratory for its lifetime with the 

following equation: 

where T is the proper time. pl-L is the four-momentum. m is the 
p 

proton mas s, and 

0 H -H E 
z Y x 

-H 0 H E 
z x Y 

F' = H -H 0 E a13 . y x z 

-E -E -E 0 
x Y z 

The second term is dependent on 1-L:2:; and reduces to (I-L~e/m ) (PXH) 
P --

in the sigma rest frame. The first term is independent of I-L~ and is 

the contribution from the change in the sigma momentum described by: 

n :: 1,3 

n:: 4 

dpn = 
dT 

4 dp . 
dT 

dlgl n 

11r dT 

Here Q is the charge. +1. and the second terms corne from the mo-

mentum los s due to ionization. Our metric is g44 = - g11 = ~ g 22 :: 

- g33 :: 1. 

For each event the' final polarization in the laboratory was 

transformed through the production center of mass into the sigma rest 

frame at decay.' A likelihood function was constructed from the proba-

bilities (1 + ll'~( I-L~) • Ii). where nis the decay proton direction in the 

• 
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siglua rest fralne at dcc~y 

,. ) . • n. • 
1 

The value of tJ.~ was varied, giving a likelihood function with 

a maximum at tJ.~ = '2.20±i.OO (see Fig. i). The unit is en/2m c, 
p 

one Bohr nucleon magneton. Likelihoods were also determined fC)r 

various lifetilne intervals, and the results are shown in Fig. 2. The 

value is in agreement with the value fJ.~+ = fJ. p = 2.79 predicted by 

SUy 

We acknowledge the continuing support of Professor Luis W. 

Alvarez. We also wish to thank the 25-inchbubble chamber crew and 

our scanners and measurers for their help. 
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Fig. 1. Plot of ln i. va fJ.. 
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Fig. 2. f.I.~ determined for various lifetime intervals. 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 

sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com
m1SS1on, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behal f of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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